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Abstract (57) 

A system and method of performing joint depth estimation and semantic labelling of an image 
by one or more computing devices, the method comprising the steps of: estimating global 
semantic and depth layouts of a scene of the image through machine learning by the one or 
more computing devices; estimating local semantic and depth layouts for respective ones of a 
plurality of segments of the scene of the image through machine learning by the one or more 
computing devices; and merging the estimated global semantic and depth layouts with the local 
semantic and depth layouts by the one or more computing devices to semantically label and 
assign a depth value to individual pixels in the image.
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BACKGROUND 

[m001 Depth estimation in images is typically utilized to estimate a distance 

between objects in an image scene and a camera used to capture the images. This 

is conventionally performed using stereoscopic images or dedicated depth sensors 

(e.g., time-of-flight or structured-light cameras) to identify objects, support 

gestures, and so on. Accordingly, this reliance on dedicated hardware such as 

stereoscopic cameras or dedicated depth sensors limits availability of these 

conventional techniques.  

[0002] Semantic labeling in images is utilized to assign labels to pixels in an 

image, such as to describe objects represented at least in part by the pixel, such as 

sky, ground, a building, and so on. This may be utilized to support a variety of 

functionality, such as object removal and replacement in an image, masking, 

segmentation techniques, and so on. Conventional approaches used to perform 
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semantic labeling, however, are typically solved separately or sequentially from 

depth estimation using different and unrelated techniques, lack accuracy, and may 

result in propagation of errors formed at early stages in the performance of the 

techniques to later stages.  

SUMMARY 

100031 Joint depth estimation and semantic labeling techniques are described that 

are usable for processing of a single image. In one or more implementations, 

global semantic and depth layouts are estimated of a scene of the image through 

machine learning by the one or more computing devices. Local semantic and 

depth layouts are also estimated for respective ones of a plurality of segments of 

the scene of the image through machine learning by the one or more computing 

devices. The estimated global semantic and depth layouts are merged with the 

local semantic and depth layouts by the one or more computing devices to 

semantically label and assign a depth value to individual pixels in the image.  

100041 In one or more implementations, a system comprises one or more 

computing devices implemented at least partially in hardware. The one or more 

computing devices are configured to perform operations including estimating 

global semantic and depth layouts of a scene of an image through machine 

learning, decomposing the image into a plurality of segments, guiding a prediction 

of local semantic and depth layouts of individual ones of the plurality of segments 

using the estimated global and semantic depth layouts of the scene, and jointly 
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forming a semantically-labeled version of the image in which individual pixels are 

assigned a semantic label and a depth map of the image in which individual pixels 

are assigned a depth value.  

[0005] In one or more implementations, a system includes a global determination 

module implemented at least partially in hardware that is configured to estimate 

global semantic and depth layouts of a scene of an image through machine 

learning. The system also includes a local determination module implemented at 

least partially in hardware that is configured to estimate local semantic and depth 

layouts for respective ones of a plurality of segments of the scene of the image 

through machine learning. The system further includes a merge calculation 

module configured to merge the estimated global semantic and depth layouts with 

the local semantic and depth layouts to semantically label and assign a depth value 

to individual pixels in the image.  

[0006] This Summary introduces a selection of concepts in a simplified form that 

are further described below in the Detailed Description. As such, this Summary is 

not intended to identify essential features of the claimed subject matter, nor is it 

intended to be used as an aid in determining the scope of the claimed subject 

matter.  

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0007] The detailed description is described with reference to the accompanying 

figures. In the figures, the left-most digit(s) of a reference number identifies the 
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figure in which the reference number first appears. The use of the same reference 

numbers in different instances in the description and the figures may indicate 

similar or identical items. Entities represented in the figures may be indicative of 

one or more entities and thus reference may be made interchangeably to single or 

plural forms of the entities in the discussion.  

[ioo08 FIG. I is an illustration of an environment in an example implementation 

that is operable to employ techniques usable to perform joint depth estimation and 

semantic labeling of a single image described herein.  

[0009] FIG. 2 depicts a system in an example implementation showing operation 

of the template generation module of a depth and semantic segmentation module 

of FIG. I in greater detail.  

[o010] FIG. 3 depicts a system in an example implementation showing operation 

of a global determination module of a depth and semantic segmentation module of 

FIG. I in greater detail.  

[ooi1 FIG. 4 depicts a system in an example implementation showing operation 

of a local determination module and a merge calculation module of a depth and 

semantic segmentation module of FIG. I in greater detail.  

[0012] FIG. 5 depicts an example of machine learning implemented as a 

convolutional neural network to classify an image according to a pool of global 

templates.  

10013] FIG. 6 depicts an example of a combination of global templates used to 

arrive at an estimation of a global semantic and depth layouts.  
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10014] FIG. 7 depicts an example implementation of multi-level segmentation 

usable as part of determination of local semantic and depth layouts.  

[0015] FIG. 8 depicts an example implementation of computation of affinity scores 

from each segment taken from an image to each of a plurality of local templates.  

[0016] FIG. 9 depicts an implementation showing examples of predicted results for 

segments.  

10017] FIG. 10 depicts smoothness that is considered as a depth offset within an 

overlapping area of two bounding boxes from adjacent super pixels.  

10018] FIG. 11 depicts an example implementation in which the techniques 

described herein are compared for use in outdoor and indoor images.  

10019] FIG. 12 depicts an example implementation showing semantically labeled 

images and depth maps generated from images.  

[0020] FIGS. 13 and 14 provide qualitative results for indoor images.  

10021] FIG. 15 is a flow diagram depicting a procedure in an example 

implementation in which joint depth estimation and semantic labeling techniques 

are described that are usable for processing of a single image.  

[0022] FIG. 16 is another flow diagram depicting a procedure in an example 

implementation in which joint depth estimation and semantic labeling techniques 

are described that are usable for processing of a single image.  

[0023] FIG. 17 illustrates an example system including various components of an 

example device that can be implemented as any type of computing device as 
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described and/or utilize with reference to FIGS. 1-16 to implement embodiments 

of the techniques described herein.  

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

Overview 

[00241 Semantic segmentation and depth estimation are two fundamental problems 

in image understanding. While it has been found that the two tasks are strongly 

correlated and mutually beneficial, conventionally these problems are solved 

separately or sequentially using different techniques which leads to 

inconsistencies, errors, and inaccuracies.  

[0025] In the following, a complementary effect from the typical failure cases of 

the two tasks is observed, which leads to a description of a unified coarse-to-fine 

framework for joint semantic segmentation and depth estimation that is usable for 

a single image. For example, a framework is proposed that first predicts a coarse 

global model composed of semantic labels and depth values (e.g., absolute depth 

values) through machine learning to represent an overall context of an image. The 

semantic labels describe "what" is being represented by respective pixels in the 

image, e.g., sky, plant, ground, wall, building, and so forth. The depth values 

describe a distance between a camera used to capture a scene in the image and 

respective objects in the scene represented by the pixel, e.g., a "z" distance in the 

scene captured by the image.  
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100261 The image is then segmented and by embedding the global model the 

semantic labels and depth values for each pixel in a respective local segmentation 

is also predicted using machine learning and semantic labels are learned to locally 

tag pixels with the segment. The depth values are normalized for relativity within 

the segment, one to another, and thus do not describe an absolute distance value 

but rather describe a relationship of depth between pixels within the segment.  

100271 The predictions for the segments for the semantic labels and depth values 

from the segments are then merged and guided by the semantic labels and depth 

values from the global model, e.g., through conditional random field (CRF). This 

produces a fine-level estimation to form a semantically-labeled image in which 

each pixel in the image is given a semantic label and a depth map in which each 

pixel in the image is assigned a depth value representing an absolute distance 

value between the camera and objects represented by the pixel. Further, by 

enforcing the consistency between depth values and semantic labels and by using 

guidance from the global context, these techniques effectively take the advantages 

of these two components and provide state-of-the-art results overall conventional 

techniques. Additional techniques may also be employed as part of this joint 

estimation, such as to perform the machine learning in a template classification 

context, to smooth values in the semantic labels and depth values, enforce object 

boundaries within the image, and so on as further described in the following.  

100281 In the following discussion, an example environment is first described that 

may employ the techniques described herein. Example procedures are then 
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described which may be performed in the example environment as well as other 

environments. Consequently, performance of the example procedures is not 

limited to the example environment and the example environment is not limited to 

performance of the example procedures.  

ExamLe-Environment 

[0029] FIG. I is an illustration of an environment 100 in an example 

implementation that is operable to employ techniques usable to perform joint 

depth estimation and semantic labeling of a single image described herein. The 

illustrated environment 100 includes a computing device 102, which may be 

configured in a variety of ways.  

[0030] The computing device 102, for instance, may be configured as a desktop 

computer, a laptop computer, a mobile device (e.g., assuming a handheld 

configuration such as a tablet or mobile phone as illustrated), and so forth Thus, 

the computing device 102 may range from full resource devices with substantial 

memory and processor resources (e.g., personal computers, game consoles) to a 

low-resource device with limited memory and/or processing resources (e.g., 

mobile devices). Additionally, although a single computing device 102 is shown, 

the computing device 102 may be representative of a plurality of different devices, 

such as multiple servers utilized by a business to perform operations "over the 

cloud" as further described in relation to FIG. I7 
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100311 The computing device 102 is illustrated as including a variety of hardware 

components, examples of which include a processing system 104, an example of a 

computer-readable storage medium illustrated as memory 106, a display device 

108, a camera I 10 usable to capture images 112, and so on. The processing 

system 104 is representative of functionality to perform operations through 

execution of instructions stored in the memory 106. Although illustrated 

separately, functionality of these components may be further divided, combined 

(e.g., on an application specific integrated circuit), and so forth.  

100321 The processing system 104 is illustrated as executing a depth and semantic 

segmentation module 114 which is storable in the memory 106 and as such is 

implemented at least partially in hardware. The depth and semantic segmentation 

module 114 is executable by the processing system 104 to cause performance of 

one or more operations. Other implementations are also contemplated, such as 

implementation as dedicated hardware components, e.g., application specific 

integrated circuit, fixed-logic circuitry, implemented "over the cloud 11 6," and so 

forth.  

[00331 The depth and semantic segmentation module 114 is representative of 

functionality to take as input a single image 118 (which may or may not 

correspond to image 112) and from that image 118 generate a semantically-labeled 

image 120 and a depth map 122. The semantically-labeled image 120 describes 

"what" is being represented by individual pixels in the image 118, e.g., a tree, 

house, ground, and sky as illustrated for the image 118. The depth map 122 
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includes absolute depth values that indicate how far away the objects represented 

by respective pixels in the image 118 are located from a camera 110 that captured 

the image 118, i.e., a "z" distance. Although the camera 110 is illustrated as part 

of the computing device 102, it should be apparent that the image 118 may be 

captured by other devices and stored on the computing device 102 and/or over the 

cloud 116 for processing.  

[0034] In order to perform the joint depth estimation and semantic labeling of the 

image 118, the depth and semantic segmentation module 114 employs a variety of 

different functionality. Examples of this functionality include a template 

generation module 124 that is usable to generate global and local templates that 

are used in machine learning as part of a classification problem to arrive at depth 

values and semantic labels for images 118, further discussion of which is included 

in a description of FIG. 2 in the following. Other examples that do not employ 

templates are also contemplated as further described in the following 

100351 Additional examples of this functionality include global and local 

determination modules 126, 128 that are usable to estimate global and local 

semantic labels and depth values, respectively, to form global and local semantic 

and depth layouts, and thus follow a coarse to fine process. Further description of 

global and local semantic and depth layout determination is included in a 

discussion of FIGS. 3 and 4. A further example of this functionality is illustrated 

as a merge calculation module 130 that is usable to merge the global and local 

semantic and depth layouts to arrive at a semantically-labeled image 120 and a 
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depth map 122, further discussion of which is included in a corresponding 

description of FIG. 4 in the following.  

[0036] In the following, it is shown that through joint training with both semantic 

labels and depth values, consistency between semantic and depth predictions is 

achieved. In addition, a global to local strategy preserves a long range context for 

generating globally reasonable results which maintains segment boundary 

information. Further, the machine learning techniques as described below provide 

robust estimation under large appearance variation of images and segments. The 

semantically-labeled image 120 and a depth map 122 are usable to support a 

variety of functionality, such as object detection, object recognition and pose 

estimation, lens blur, image in-painting, object removal, robotics and relighting for 

graphics usages, and so forth.  

[00371 Reference will now be made generally to FIGS. 2-4 to describe interrelation 

of functionality of the template generation module 124, global determination 

module 126, local determination module 128, and merge calculation module 130 

of FIG. 1. Given an image 118 as shown in FIG. 3, the global determination 

module 126 first uses machine learning to estimate global semantic and depth 

lavout 302, 304, which may be performed using global and local templates or 

other techniques.  

[00381 In the illustrated example, a global semantic layout 302 is shown as giving 

a rough estimate of a building at a center, ground at a bottom of the image 112, 

and sky at a top of the image and thus roughly semantically labels pixels in the 
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image as corresponding to particular objects. In addition, the global determination 

module 126 also generates a global depth layout 304 of the image giving absolute 

depth values for pixels in the image as described above and thus provides a "z" 

distance between objects represented by the pixels and a camera 1 10 used to 

capture the image 118.  

[00391 Once the global semantic and depth layouts 302, 304 have been generated, 

the depth and semantic segmentation module 114 then segments the image 112 

into a plurality of segments using the local determination module 128, which may 

include multilevel segmentation in which different segment sizes are generated for 

the image 118. The local determination module 128 then generates local semantic 

and depth layouts for the segments individually, such as to describe whether a 

majority of the segment represents the ground, part of a building, or a plant. The 

local depth layout describes relative depth values for pixels in the segment that 

describe a depth of the pixels in relation to each other (e.g., a local depth 

transition), but not an absolute value in the "z" distance as described above.  

100401 The depth and semantic segmentation module 114 then employs the merge 

calculation module 130 to merge the global and local semantic layouts to form the 

semantically labeled image 120 and the global and local depth layouts to form the 

depth map 122. The merge calculation module 130 constructs the semantically

labeled image 120 by combining the semantic predictions from the segments in the 

local semantic layout into a refined semantic prediction map that is smoothed 

between the segments and guided by a global semantic layout. Additionally, the 
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merge calculation module 130 combines the local depth transition of segments 

into a refined depth map 12-2 by leveraging absolute depth values of the global 

depth layout and relative depth values from the local depth layout.  

[0041] In order to perform these techniques, the depth and semantic segmentation 

module 114 may employ a variety of different machine learning 212 techniques, 

such as a convolutional neural network (CNN), support vector regression (SVR), 

and so on. For example, the depth and semantic segmentation module 114 may 

employ machine learning 212 using a plurality of neural layers to learn a model 

that directly predicts semantic labels and depth values for each pixel in the image 

112. In another example, the template generation module 124 may be used to 

generate global and local templates that are generated from training data and 

usable to guide a machine learning 212 process through a classification problem, 

an example of generation of the templates is further described in the following.  

[0042] FIG. 2 depicts a system 200 in an example implementation showing 

operation of the template generation module 124 of FIG. I in greater detail. The 

template generation module 124 is representative of functionality that is usable to 

employ machine learning 212 (e.g., via a convolutional neural network) to process 

images to arrive at a global model 204 that is usable to describe a scene captured 

by an image using global templates 206. The template generation module 124 is 

also representative of functionality that is usable to generate a local model 208 that 

describe portions of the scene within a segment from the image 118 using a local 

model 208 and corresponding local templates 210.  
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100431 In support of the techniques described herein, it has been observed that 

nature scene images contain certain layouts in a global context, such as street 

view, ocean, scenery, trees, buildings, and so on. Thus, the prediction of semantic 

labels and depth layout of the image 118 as a whole may be addressed as a 

template classification problem in which an image 118 is processed by matching 

the image 118 to corresponding global templates 206 in order to learn likely 

semantic labels and depth values for a scene in the image 118.  

100441 In order to generate the global templates 206 that form the global model 

204, the template generation module 124 utilizes machine learning 212 to process 

training images 202 to learn global templates that coarsely describe a global 

semantic layout 214 that tags individuals pixels as corresponding to a semantically 

described type of object, e.g., sky, ground, plant, building, and so on. Machine 

learning 212 is also performed to jointly learn a global depth layout 2 16 of global 

depth values that describe absolute distances of an object in a scene captured by an 

image in relation to a camera 110 that captured the image. For example, similar 

shades and/or colors may be used to represent similar "z" depths in the scene.  

[00451 A kernel k-means technique is used to form the global templates 206 with 

the distance from semantic label ground truth and depth ground truth that are 

associated with each training image 202 in the dataset of FIG. 2. Formally, the 

distance between image it and image IJ may be written as follows: 

k(I., 1J) = ? |1 - Is ;|| + 1|lo Iai - log 14(1) 
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where Is, and Iai are the ground truth semantic label and depth of image It 

respectively.  

[00461 In detail, the ground truth is resized to a size of fifty pixels by fifty pixels to 

avoid influence from small local variation. In addition, clusters for indoor 502 and 

outdoor 504 scenes are separated as the different scale of depth and different 

number of semantic labels as shown in an example implementation of FIG. 5. For 

outdoor 504, an initial cluster number is set at seventy.  

[0047] In order to include enough variations of templates and avoid outliers, a max 

number (300) and a min number (10) is set for each class in this example.  

Respectively, the kernel k-means technique separates the class into three sub

classes if the number of images inside is larger than three hundred and is pruned if 

the number of images in the class is smaller than ten. Having the pool of global 

templates 206 at hand, each training image 202 is assigned into a respective one of 

the global templates 206 based on the distance from Equation I above, and a 

machine learning 212 classifier is tuned to classify each image into one of the 

global templates.  

[00481 FIG. 3 depicts a system 300 in an example implementation in which 

operation of the global determination module 126 of the depth and semantic 

segmentation module 114 is shown to calculate a global semantic and depth layout 

302, 304 for an image 118. As previously described, the global determination 

module 126 arrives at a coarse description of semantic labels of the image 118 that 

is expressed as a global semantic layout 302. In the illustrated example, the global 
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semantic layout 302 generally describes a sky, building, and ground. Likewise, 

the global determination module 126 arrives at a coarse description of a global 

depth layout 304 of the image 118, which as illustrated indicates that the ground is 

the closest and progresses away in the z direction and the building also progresses 

away in the z direction with the sky being the furthest away.  

[00491 In order to perform this estimation, the global determination module 126 

employs the global templates 206 as examples as part of machine learning 212 to 

locate one or more of the global templates 206 that correspond to the image 118.  

These global templates 206 thus have a likelihood of providing correct semantic 

labels and depth values for the image as a global semantic layout and global depth 

layout, respectively. More formally, as shown in an example implementation 500 

of FIG. 5, through machine learning 212 (e.g., a learned CNN), an image 118 is 

classified according to a pool of global templates 206 with certain confidence in 

order to determine global semantic labels for pixels expressed as a global semantic 

layout.  

100501 Given an image I, machine learning 212 operates as a global machine 

learning classifier C to classify the image 118 into a respective one of a plurality 

of global templates 2061= {T13} 1 , where N is the number of templates 

generated and Tj is a m x n x 2 matrix where mn X n is the templates size and it 

concatenated a semantic map Si and a depth map Dj.  

[00511 Practically, however, the global template Ti of image i may not fit the 

image layout as it is a class center representation. Thus, rather than using a single 
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template, a combination of top K global templates 206 may be used to represent 

the image with the classification score obtained from machine learning 2 12.  

[0052] FIG. 6 depicts an example 600 of such a combination of global templates to 

arrive at an estimation of a global semantic and depth layouts. Ior image 602, 

global semantic layouts 604, 606, 608 from respective global templates are 

combined to form a global semantic layout 610 that more accurately describes the 

semantic layout of the image 602 than any one individual global template.  

Likewise, global templates describing a global depth layout 612, 614, 616 are 

combined to form a global depth layout 618 that also more accurately describes 

the depth of objects in the image 602 than any particular one of the templates.  

Another example for image 620 is illustrated in which global semantic layouts 

622, 624, 626 are combined to form global semantic layout 628 to provide 

probabilities of semantic tags in the image 620 and global depth layouts 630, 632, 

634 are combined to form global depth layout 636.  

K 
[00531 Formally, given the top K templates {T+} and corresponding score si, a 

global probabilistic layout Iti is produced, where Iti. is am X n X d matrix, m ,n 

are the global template dimensions, and d = d, - da where d, is the number of 

semantic labels and da is the combined depth map, which indicates that the 

template concatenates a probability distribution over semantic labels and a 

combined depth value for each pixel. Formally, for semantic labels c, given the 

juj prediction, an expression P(clx); e(S;(x)) is obtained and the over each 
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distribution is P(clx) = E s; P(clx)1 / Zisi. For depth, the depth value of x is 

computed as a linear combination of the depth value from all the global templates, 

i.e., d (x) =_ j s;j Dj (x) = ZJ sj .  

[0054] In one or more implementations, machine learning is trained such that 

rather than a simple classification loss, a distance (e.g., similarity) of each image is 

compared to the templates, e.g., global or local. Formally, a rough layout of each 

image is described as a sparse composition of global templates, i.e. Itj = wjH, 

where H is the matrix that concatenates all the templates in T. The machine 

learning training loss is thus ||we - wJ| for image i. Then, for the inference, 

machine learning is used to predict the combination code w,;, and the global 

layout is generated through wjH.  

[00551 FIG. 7 depicts an example implementation 700 of multi-level segmentation 

usable as part of determination of local semantic and depth layouts. Multi-level 

segmentation may be used to capture levels of context and appearance 

information. This may include changing segment parameters and changing 

thresholds as well as information from appearance, semantic edges and spatial 

information to generate compact, semantic meaningful segments.  

100561 Formally, an image 702 is segmented into 350 super pixels. In the 

meanwhile, a closed-form edge technique is used to generate a semantic edge map 

704 having strong boundaries that are enclosed. Then, a kernel k-means technique 
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is used to cluster similar segments into multiple levels 708, 710 (e.g., having 

fifteen, thirty, and fifty segments), with the distance as follows: 

k(Si, SI) = Geo(Si, Sj) + A f, - f, (3) 

where Geo(S;, Sj) is the geodesic distance on of Si and Si over the semantic edge 

map and f, is the local appearance feature of segment S., which is composed of 

mean and covariance of the pixel RGB inside the segment.  

[0057] Reference will now be made again to FIG. 2 to discuss local template 210 

generation by the template generation module 124. Similar to global template 

prediction, local template 210 generation may be formulated as a template 

classification problem. To generate the local templates 210, the template 

generation module 124 considers both semantic and depth information to ensure 

consistency.  

[0058] The local templates 210 typically correspond to a single semantic tag when 

describing a local semantic layout for a segment of an image. As such, a local 

semantic layout of the local templates pertains to a single object and each of the 

pixels in the segment is semantically tagged as corresponding to that object, e.g., 

plant, ground, sky, vertical, and so forth. A local depth layout 218 of the local 

templates 210 describes relative depth values of pixels in relation to each other 

within the segment.  

[0059] Formally, given a segment S. a single semantic label s(S) and a depth 

transition d(S) is assigned to the segment from a ground truth. A semantic label is 
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chosen that represents a majority of the pixels inside the segment, and for depth 

transition, the depth is normalized into [0, 1]. If a number of segments is too great 

to fit in memory for joint clustering, the clustering is separated into two steps. In 

the first step, the segments are separated based on its semantic label.  

[0060] In the second step, the segments are clustered within each semantic label 

through the L1 distance of the depth transition to generate the local depth layout.  

The cluster number is assigned within each semantic class based on the geometric 

complexity of the semantic class. in addition, the semantic classes are identified 

that share similar geometric properties, such as ground and grass, and the 

segments within all the shared classes are clustered together. The clustered depth 

templates are then assigned to the shared semantic classes. Finally, clusters 

having few examples of segments (e g., less than ten) are pruned, and these 

examples are reassigned to the closest class from the remaining. The local 

templates 2 10 are then used as part of local semantic and depth layout prediction 

as further described below.  

[0061] Referring now to FIG. 4. similar with global templates, in order to train 

machine learning of the local determination module 128, multi-level segments 

402, 404, 406 of the image 112 are taken successively as inputs. The local 

determination module 128 then provides as an output a respective ground truth 

corresponding semantic label and depth transition template in order to describe a 

local semantic and depth layout of the segment.  
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100621 The global semantic and depth layouts 302, 304 determined by the global 

determination module 126 in FIG. 3 may be used by the local determination 

module 128 to guide this process. The global semantic and depth layouts 302, 

304, for instance, provide a global context which helps address local confusion 

that may be encountered by the local determination module 128. Specifically, 

guidance from global semantic and depth layouts 302, 304 may be incorporated 

into the last layer of prediction as part of machine learning.  

[00631 Formally, for a segment S, the 7 th and 8 th, a feature is output from tuned 

machine learning, i.e. f7 and f8 . In addition, the illustrated bounding boxes of the 

segments 402, 404, 406 are mapped into the area of a global semantic and depth 

layout, and the corresponding semantic distributions and depth values are taken as 

additional features, i.e. f, and fd. To balance the influence of different features, 

each feature is first normalized with L2 norm, and then the features and weights of 

each type of feature base are concatenated on its relative feature length, i.e. w = 

Zj L 1/Lj where Li is the feature length of type i.  

[00641 Different from global classification, the similarity of each segments to the 

trained local templates may be determined. As illustrated in an example 

implementation 800 of FIG. 8, affinity scores are computed from each segment 

802 taken from an image 804 to each of the local templates 210.  
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100651 For each local template 210, a support vector regression (SVR) is trained 

for prediction. Formally, given a segment S-, the affinity of the segment 802 to a 

respective one of the local templates 210 is computed as follows: 

A (Sj, Dj) = I s(Sj) = s (D)}S(Si, D;) /'"aS(Sj, Dj) 

S(SiDi) = exp(-||d(Sj) - d(Dj)|| / (3) 

where c is 0: 85AT and AT is the area of local template 210. Then, during the 

inference, the top K local templates 210 are taken by the local determination 

module 128 of FIG. 4 with highest prediction scores for later merging of the 

segments.  

[00661 FIG. 9 depicts an implementation 900 showing two examples 902, 904 of 

predicted results for segments 906, 908, 910, 912. As illustrated, prediction of 

depth is robust to image variations and blurring and does not have plane 

assumptions which make this approach generalize well to many scenarios while 

avoiding traditional line detection.  

[00671 Returning again to FIG 4, the merge calculation module 130 receives local 

semantic and depth layouts from the local determination module 128 and merges 

them using the global semantic and depth layouts 302, 304. The merging may be 

performed using a variety of different techniques, an example of which for 

semantic labelling involves use of a pixel-wise conditional random field (CRF) for 
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prediction. In this technique, each graph node is a pixel x and the edges are four 

connected neighbor pixels.  

[0068] For a unary term, a semantic prediction score is obtained from the pixels 

corresponding segments, and for smoothness, the probability difference between 

neighbor pixels is computed. Formally, the formulation can be written as follows: 

- log(P(iIx)) + 2  1 { #;}||POlxt) - P xt)I| P(l#x) 
X XiXf 

=i P(1lS) P(SjIx), (4) 

where P(1lSj) is the probability that is computed from the local semantic layout.  

Specifically, for a segment S, its predicted score vj is calculated from SVR for 

each local template T which contains a semantic label si and a depth transition d.  

Then, the probability of a segment predicted as label I is computed as, 

P(llS) =sig-moid(vyi) 1{sj == 1} 

/sigmioid (Vj),() 

Additionally, graph cut may be performed to efficiently solve such an energy 

function to get the final semantic labelling results.  

100691 For depth, a center absolute depth value d and a transition scale s for each 

segments is inferred by the merge calculation module 130 to merge the depth 

transition d; in order to get the absolute depth value of each pixel to form the 

depth map 122.  
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100701 As smoothness may be hard to achieve at a pixel level, the super pixel 704 

technique above in relation to FIG. 7 is used for graph nodes and the edges are the 

adjacent edges between the super pixels. The unary term is considered, unitarily, 

as the absolute depth and scale change of a segment from the corresponding place 

in a global depth and semantic layout. Smoothness is considered as a depth offset 

within the overlapping area 1002 of two bounding boxes from adjacent super 

pixels as shown in an example implementation 1000 of FIG. 10.  

100711 Formally, this formulation may be written as follows: 

D," L (dr, Sr) 
Ir 

+ A: do OdrpSr"re(rri)) w,(rir IVa(ri, r)wa(ri,ri) 

L(drsr) = ||dr - gdr||1+I|s, - gsr||i (6) 

do (Od d r (I't, rJ.) = 1{r, irjdo(OBi, arr r'. (rr, )) 

+ l {lr; * tr}do(ORair, arpSrir 1 (ri, r)) (7) 

where r is a super pixel segment, D,S are the possible values for the absolute 

center depth of the segment dr, and the scale of the depth transition sr.  

100721 For unary term, in one aspect, the LI distance is considered between the 

predicted depth value dIr of a segment and its corresponding absolute depth value 
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gdr from the global template. In another aspect, the distance between its predicted 

scale s. and the predicted.  

[0073] For smoothness term, as shown in FIG. 10, the depth offset is considered 

within the overlapping box of two neighbor super pixels, i.e.  

do Oardr srsY (r, r ) in Equation 7 above. In detail, the depth offset takes into 

account both the semantic label from the weight of semantic label weight of 

appearance similarity weight of depth from the camera in the global layout.  

[00741 Practically, the absolute depth value of a segment is quantified to be a set of 

shift values (e.g., twenty average interpolation value within [ -1, 1] meter) from 

the respective value in global depth layout, and the scale of the depth transition to 

be a set of maximum depth ranges (ten average interpolation value within 

[0.5, 2]). Through quantization, use of loopy belief propagation may be used for 

inference and to obtain the solution. In addition, in order to consider the high 

order smoothness, e.g., the segments on the same ground or the same wall align in 

a single plane, the prediction results from semantic merging are used and the 

ground plane is set to be a single segment node in the graph, which ensures long 

range smoothness.  

ExamL1e Results 

10075] FIG. II depicts an example implementation 1100 in which the techniques 

described herein are compared for use in outdoor and indoor images 1102, 1104.  
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The outdoor image 1102 is representative of one image chosen from a dataset of 

outdoor images, e.g., 8432 images. Each semantic label is first mapped into 

geometric labels. Specifically, six geometric labels are constructed for outdoor 

images in this example, i.e., ground, sky, building, plant, mountain, and object.  

The depth is then generated from the mapped ground truth geometric 

segmentation.  

10076] The indoor image 1004 is representative of one image chosen from a 

dataset of indoor images, e.g., 1449 images, associated with both semantic labels 

and ground truth depth, e.g., from a depth sensor. The semantic labels are mapped 

into five general geometric labels, i.e., ground, vertical, ceiling, planar object, 

other object.  

[0077] FIG. 12 depicts an example implementation 1200 showing semantically 

labeled images 120 and depth maps 122 generated from images 1202. As 

illustrated, the techniques described herein provide robust semantic segmentation 

and provide semantically consistent depth, which ensures the visual quality of the 

results. In addition, from the third row of the results, it is observable that the sun 

in the sky and the reflections in the water have a close appearance due to guidance 

provided by the global templates, which may mislead conventional techniques.  

[0078] FIGS. 13 and 14 provide qualitative results 1300, 1400 for indoor images.  

In the qualitative results 1300 of FIG. 13, images 1302 are processed to form 

semantically labeled images 120 and depth maps 122. This is compared with 

results 1304 from a conventional depth transfer technique and a ground truth 1306 
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depth map generated using depth sensors. Likewise, images 1402 are processed to 

form semantically labeled images 120 and depth maps 122 and are compared with 

results 1404 from a conventional depth transfer technique. It can be observed that 

the depth results of the techniques described herein preserve the scene structure 

better than conventional depth transfer which in most cases merely provides a 

rough estimation.  

Example Procedures 

100791 The following discussion describes techniques that may be implemented 

utilizing the previously described systems and devices. Aspects of each of the 

procedures may be implemented in hardware, firmware, or software, or a 

combination thereof. The procedures are shown as a set of blocks that specify 

operations performed by one or more devices and are not necessarily limited to the 

orders shown for performing the operations by the respective blocks. In portions 

of the following discussion, reference w'ill be made to FIGS. 1-14.  

[00801 FIG. 15 depicts a procedure 1500 in an example implementation in which 

Joint depth estimation and semantic labeling techniques are described that are 

usable for processing of a single image. Global semantic and depth layouts are 

estimated of a scene of the image through machine learning by the one or more 

computing devices (block 1502). The global semantic and depth layouts 302, 

304, for instance, may be estimated based on similarity to global templates 206 as 

part of a classification problem that is solved by machine learning 212. The global 
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semantic layout 302 gives coarse semantic labels to pixels in the image and the 

global depth layout 304 gives absolute depth values, e.g., that describes a z 

distance between a camera 110 and respective objects captured by the image 118.  

[0081] A local semantic and depth layout is also estimated for respective ones of a 

plurality of segments of the scene of the image through machine learning by the 

one or more computing devices (block 1504). The local semantic and depth 

layouts may be estimated based on similarity to local templates 210 as part of a 

classification problem that is solved by machine learning 212. The local semantic 

layout generally uses a single semantic value (e.g., tag) for a segment taken from 

an image and the local depth layout describes relative depth values for the pixels 

in relation to each other. The local layouts may be guided by the global layouts to 

support consistency in labeling and tagging performed for segments taken from 

the images that are processed locally.  

[00821 The estimated global semantic and depth layout is merged with the local 

semantic and depth layout by the one or more computing devices to semantically 

label and assign a depth value to individual pixels in the image (block 1506). The 

merge calculation module 130, for instance, may use the absolute depth values 

from the global depth layout along with relative depth values from the local depth 

layout to generate a depth map 122. Similarly, the semantically-labeled image 120 

is formed from local semantic layouts guided by global semantic layouts to assign 

semantical labels to pixels in the image, e.g., to indicate "what" is being 

represented by the pixels.  
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100831 FIG. 16 depicts a procedure 1600 in an example implementation in which 

Joint depth estimation and semantic labeling techniques are described that are 

usable for processing of a single image. A global semantic and depth layout of a 

scene of an image is estimated through machine learning (block 1602), e.g..  

through a convolutional neural network, may be performed as part of a 

classification problem using templates, and so on.  

100841 The image is decomposed into a plurality of segments (block 1604). This 

may include single level or multilevel segmentation, an example of which is 

shown in FIG. 4. A prediction is then made of local semantic and depth layouts of 

individual ones of the plurality of segments is guided using the estimated global 

and semantic depth layout of the scene (block 1606), e.g., using templates as part 

of a classification problem, performed directly without templates, and so on.  

[00851 A semantically-labeled version of the image in which individual pixels are 

assigned a semantic label is jointly formed along with a depth map of the image in 

which individual pixels are assigned a depth value (block 1608). in this way, 

formation of the semantically-labeled image 120 and depth map 122 may be 

performed together to share information and improve consistency as described 

above.  

Example System and Device 

100861 FIG. 17 illustrates an example system generally at 1700 that includes an 

example computing device 1702 that is representative of one or more computing 
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systems and/or devices that may implement the various techniques described 

herein. This is illustrated through inclusion of the depth and semantic 

segmentation module 114 including a template generation module 124, global 

determination module 126, local determination module 128. and merge calculation 

module 130. The computing device 1702 may be, for example, a server of a 

service provider, a device associated with a client (e.g., a client device), an on-chip 

system, and/or any other suitable computing device or computing system.  

100871 The example computing device 1702 as illustrated includes a processing 

system 1704, one or more computer-readable media 1706, and one or more 1/0 

interface 1708 that are communicatively coupled, one to another. Although not 

shown. the computing device 1 702 may further include a system bus or other data 

and command transfer system that couples the various components, one to 

another. A system bus can include any one or combination of different bus 

structures, such as a memory bus or memory controller, a peripheral bus, a 

universal serial bus, and/or a processor or local bus that utilizes any of a variety of 

bus architectures. A variety of other examples are also contemplated, such as 

control and data lines.  

[0088] The processing system 1704 is representative of functionality to perform 

one or more operations using hardware. Accordingly, the processing system 1704 

is illustrated as including hardware element 1 710 that may be configured as 

processors, functional blocks, and so forth. This may include implementation in 

hardware as an application specific integrated circuit or other logic device formed 
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using one or more semiconductors. The hardware elements 1710 are not limited 

by the materials from which they are formed or the processing mechanisms 

employed therein. For example, processors may be comprised of 

semiconductor(s) and/or transistors (e.g., electronic integrated circuits (ICs)). In 

such a context, processor-executable instructions may be electronically-executable 

instructions.  

[oo89] The computer-readable storage media 1706 is illustrated as including 

memory/storage 1712. The memory /storage 1712 represents memory/storage 

capacity associated with one or more computer-readable media. The 

memory/storage component 1712 may include volatile media (such as random 

access memory (RAM)) and/or nonvolatile media (such as read only memory 

(ROM), Flash memory, optical disks, magnetic disks, and so forth). The 

memory/storage component 1712 may include fixed media (e.g., RAM, ROM, a 

fixed hard drive, and so on) as well as removable media (e g., Flash memory. a 

removable hard drive, an optical disc, and so forth). The computer-readable media 

1706 may be configured in a variety of other ways as further described below.  

[oo9o Input/output interface(s) 1708 are representative of functionality to allow a 

user to enter commands and information to computing device 1702, and also allow 

information to be presented to the user and/or other components or devices using 

various input/output devices. Examples of input devices include a keyboard, a 

cursor control device (e.g., a mouse), a microphone, a scanner, touch functionality 

(e.g., capacitive or other sensors that are configured to detect physical touch), a 
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camera (e.g., which may employ visible or non-visible wavelengths such as 

infrared frequencies to recognize movement as gestures that do not involve touch), 

and so forth. Examples of output devices include a display device (e.g., a monitor 

or projector), speakers, a printer, a network card, tactile-response device, and so 

forth. Thus, the computing device 1702 may be configured in a variety of ways as 

further described below to support user interaction.  

100911 Various techniques may be described herein in the general context of 

software. hardware elements, or program modules. Generally, such modules 

include routines, programs, objects, elements, components, data structures, and so 

forth that perform particular tasks or implement particular abstract data types. The 

terms "module," "functionality," and "component" as used herein generally 

represent software, firmware, hardware, or a combination thereof. The features of 

the techniques described herein are platform-independent, meaning that the 

techniques may be implemented on a variety of commercial computing platforms 

having a variety of processors.  

100921 An implementation of the described modules and techniques may be stored 

on or transmitted across some form of computer-readable media. The computer

readable media may include a variety of media that may be accessed by the 

computing device 1702. By way of example, and not limitation, computer

readable media may include "computer-readable storage media" and "computer

readable signal media." 
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100931 "Computer-readable storage media" may refer to media and/or devices that 

enable persistent and/or non-transitory storage of information in contrast to mere 

signal transmission, carrier waves, or signals per se. Thus, computer-readable 

storage media refers to non-signal bearing media. The computer-readable storage 

media includes hardware such as volatile and non-volatile, removable and non

removable media and/or storage devices implemented in a method or technology 

suitable for storage of information such as computer readable instructions, data 

structures, program modules, logic elements/circuits, or other data. Examples of 

computer-readable storage media may include, but are not limited to, RAM, ROM, 

EEPROM, flash memory or other memory technology, CD-ROM, digital versatile 

disks (DVD) or other optical storage, hard disks, magnetic cassettes, magnetic 

tape, magnetic disk storage or other magnetic storage devices, or other storage 

device, tangible media, or article of manufacture suitable to store the desired 

information and which may be accessed by a computer.  

100941 "Computer-readable signal media" may refer to a signal-bearing medium 

that is configured to transmit instructions to the hardware of the computing device 

1702, such as via a network. Signal media typically may embody computer 

readable instructions, data structures, program modules, or other data in a 

modulated data signal, such as carrier waves, data signals, or other transport 

mechanism. Signal media also include any information delivery media. The term 

"modulated data signal" means a signal that has one or more of its characteristics 

set or changed in such a manner as to encode information in the signal. By way of 
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example, and not limitation, communication media include wired media such as a 

wired network or direct-wired connection, and wireless media such as acoustic, 

RF, infrared, and other wireless media.  

[0095] As previously described, hardware elements 1710 and computer-readable 

media 1706 are representative of modules, programmable device logic and/or 

fixed device logic implemented in a hardware form that may be employed in some 

embodiments to implement at least some aspects of the techniques described 

herein, such as to perform one or more instructions. Hardware may include 

components of an integrated circuit or on-chip system, an application-specific 

integrated circuit (ASIC), a field-programmable gate array (FPGA), a complex 

programmable logic device (CPLD), and other implementations in silicon or other 

hardware. In this context, hardware may operate as a processing device that 

performs program tasks defined by instructions and/or logic embodied by the 

hardware as well as a hardware utilized to store instructions for execution, e.g., the 

computer-readable storage media described previously.  

[0096] Combinations of the foregoing may also be employed to implement various 

techniques described herein. Accordingly, software, hardware, or executable 

modules may be implemented as one or more instructions and/or logic embodied 

on some form of computer-readable storage media and/or by one or more 

hardware elements 1710. The computing device 1702 may be configured to 

implement particular instructions and/or functions corresponding to the software 

and/or hardware modules. Accordingly, implementation of a module that is 
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executable by the computing device 1702 as software may be achieved at least 

partially in hardware, e.g., through use of computer-readable storage media and/or 

hardware elements 1710 of the processing system 1704. The instructions and/or 

functions may be executable/operable by one or more articles of manufacture (for 

example, one or more computing devices 1702 and/or processing systems 1704) to 

implement techniques, modules, and examples described herein.  

10097] The techniques described herein may be supported by various 

configurations of the computing device 1702 and are not limited to the specific 

examples of the techniques described herein. This functionality may also be 

implemented all or in part through use of a distributed system, such as over a 

"'cioid" 1714 via a platform 1716 as described below.  

[o008 The cloud 1714 includes and/or is representative of a platform 1716 for 

resources 171 8. The platform 1716 abstracts underlying functionality of hardware 

(e.g., servers) and software resources of the cloud 17 14. The resources 171 8 may 

include applications and/or data that can be utilized while computer processing is 

executed on servers that are remote from the computing device 1702. Resources 

1718 can also include services provided over the Internet and/or through a 

subscriber network, such as a cellular or Wi-Fi network.  

[0099] The platform 1716 may abstract resources and functions to connect the 

computing device 1702 with other computing devices. The platform 1716 may 

also serve to abstract scaling of resources to provide a corresponding level of scale 

to encountered demand for the resources 1718 that are implemented via the 
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platform 1716. Accordingly, in an interconnected device embodiment, 

implementation of functionality described herein may be distributed throughout 

the system 1 700 For example, the functionality may be implemented in part on 

the computing device 1702 as well as via the platform 1716 that abstracts the 

functionality of the cloud 1714.  

Conclusion 

[ooo10 Although the invention has been described in language specific to structural 

features and/or methodological acts, it is to be understood that the invention 

defined in the appended claims is not necessarily limited to the specific features or 

acts described. Rather, the specific features and acts are disclosed as example 

forms of implementing the claimed invention.  
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CLAIMS 

What is claimed is: 

1. A method of performing joint depth estimation and semantic 

labeling of an image by one or more computing devices, the method comprising: 

estimating global semantic and depth layouts of a scene of the image 

through machine learning by the one or more computing devices; 

estimating local semantic and depth layouts for respective ones of a 

plurality of segments of the scene of the image through machine learning by the 

one or more computing devices; and 

merging the estimated global semantic and depth layouts with the local 

semantic and depth layouts by the one or more computing devices to semantically 

label and assign a depth value to individual pixels in the image.  

2 A method as described in claim 1, wherein the estimating of the 

global semantic and depth layouts is performed as a template classification 

problem by selecting one or more of a plurality of global templates having 

corresponding global semantic and depth layouts as corresponding to the scene of 

the image.  
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3. A method as described in claim 2, wherein the selecting is 

performed using a plurality of the global templates in combination to perform the 

estimating of the global semantic and depth layout of the scene of the image.  

4. A method as described in claim 2, further comprising generating the 

plurality of global templates by using a kernel k-means with a distance from a 

semantic label ground truth and depth ground truth that are associated with each 

training image in a dataset.  

5. A method as described in claim 1, wherein the estimating of the 

global semantic and depth layouts is performed through the machine learning by 

learning a model that directly predicts global semantic and depth layouts of the 

scene such that each pixel in the image has a corresponding semantic label and 

depth value.  

6. A method as described in claim 1, wherein the estimated global 

depth layout of the scene assigns a respective absolute distance to a plurality of 

pixels in the image.  

7. A method as described in claim 1, wherein the estimating of the 

local semantic and depth layout is performed as a template classification problem 
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by selecting one or more of a plurality of local templates having corresponding 

local semantic and depth layouts as corresponding to the image.  

8. A method as described in claim 1, wherein the estimated local depth 

layout of the scene assigns a respective relative distance to pixels in a respective 

said segment in the image, one to anotherg.  

9. A method as described in claim 1, wherein the machine learning is 

performed using a convolutional neural network (CNN) or support vector machine 

(SVM).  

10. A method as described in claim 1, wherein the merging is performed 

to generate the depth map using absolute distance values estimated by the global 

depth layout and relative depth values estimated by the local depth layout.  

11. A method as described in claim 1, wherein the estimating of the 

global semantic and depth layouts, the estimating of the local semantic and depth 

layouts, and the merging are performed to jointly calculate the semantic values 

and depth labels to the pixels of the image.  
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12. A method as described in claim 1, wherein the merging includes 

smoothing the semantically labels depth values assigned to individual pixels in the 

image.  
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13. A system comprising: 

one or more computing devices implemented at least partially in hardware, 

the one or more computing devices configured to perform operations comprising: 

estimating global semantic and depth layouts of a scene of an image 

through machine learning; 

decomposing the image into a plurality of segments; 

guiding a prediction of local semantic and depth layout of individual 

ones of the plurality of segments using the estimated global and semantic 

depth layouts of the scene; and 

jointly forming a semantically-labeled version of the image in which 

individual pixels are assigned a semantic label and a depth map of the 

image in which individual pixels are assigned a depth value.  

14. A system as described in claim 13, wherein the decomposing is 

performed by maintaining semantic region boundaries.  

15. A system as described in claim 14, wherein the maintaining is 

performed to consider information from appearance, semantic edges, or spatial 

information.  
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16. A system as described in claim 13, wherein: 

the estimating of the global semantic and depth layouts is performed as a 

template classification problem by selecting one or more of a plurality of global 

templates having corresponding global semantic and depth layouts as 

corresponding to the scene of the image; and 

the prediction of the local semantic and depth layout of the individual ones 

of the plurality of segments includes estimating the local semantic and depth 

layout through machine learning.  
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17. A system comprising: 

a global determination module implemented at least partially in hardware, 

the global determination module configured to estimate global semantic and depth 

layouts of a scene of an image through machine learning; 

a local determination module implemented at least partially in hardware, 

the local determination module configured to estimate local semantic and depth 

layouts for respective ones of a plurality of segments of the scene of the image 

through machine learning; and 

a merge calculation module configured to merge the estimated global 

semantic and depth layouts with the local semantic and depth layouts to 

semantically label and assign a depth value to individual pixels in the image.  

18. A system as described in claim 17, wherein the global determination 

module is configured to estimate the global semantic and depth layouts as a 

template classification problem by selecting one or more of a plurality of global 

templates having corresponding global semantic and depth layouts as 

corresponding to the scene of the image.  
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19. A system as described in claim 17, wherein the global determination 

module is configured to estimate the global semantic and depth layouts is 

performed through the machine learning by learning a model that directly predicts 

the global semantic and depth layouts of the scene such that each pixel in the 

image has a corresponding semantic label and depth value.  

20. A system as described in claim 17, wherein the estimating of the 

local semantic and depth layouts is performed as a template classification problem 

by selecting one or more of a plurality of local templates having corresponding 

local semantic and depth layouts as corresponding to the image.  
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